BPP Legacy lives in Tanzania
Spirit of the Panther

Brother Pete with children, they love him
One day Pete, take his snake out for some air
Local children from the village

Another Day and another photo of Mt Meru.
Tanzania night sure looks good to me.

Sister Charlotte running down upcoming events
Brother Geronimo, a strong supporter of the UAACC, brought this generator which is often used during power outages.
One of the many classrooms at UAACC

Many young artists adorn the walls with murals
BLESSED BE THE PANTHER

[Images of graffiti art and a signpost with directions to various cities, including Kansas City, Melbourne, Stockholm, Algiers, and Dar es Salaam.]
The Red Onion: A large open air, covered area, used for many purposes: meals are served there; a big screen is used for movies at night, Pete’s pool table and internet access. It is a great place to talk and socialize and meet new people.

Photos taken from the “Red Onion” outdoor patio
Clean water from an underground spring is now available to the People in the community who used to have to walk several miles for a bucket of water.